Finding Industry Standards at ISU: An Introduction

February 22, 2012, 10am-11am
Parks Library

This seminar will focus on:
What are industry standards and why do they matter?
It will provide basic information on how standards are created and “approved” by the main U.S. and International standards organizations: ANSI, ASTM, and ISO. Participants will also learn how to search for standards and locate them within the ISU Library collections.

Simply put - standards are an agreed-upon way of doing something. Industry standards are used by manufacturers and engineers. They specify how an item should be made by providing exact measurements and specifications about the materials to ensure consistency, compatibility, and interchangeability.

Open to faculty, grad students and staff.
PRE-REGISTRATION IS REQUIRED
Register on Access Plus - Employee HRS Course Listings.

Questions on Seminar? Contact:
Lorrie Pellack - pellack@iastate.edu

Questions on Registration? Contact:
Jody Kalvik - jkalvik@iastate.edu